Fully Managed WiFi Solutions
FULLY MANAGED, CLOUD BASED WI-FI SOLUTIONS

With in excess of 100,000 visitors
in it’s first three months Wi-Fi was
simply an essential ingredient

The Pods Sports Centre

CASE STUDY

Take a look at this…

The Pods Sport Centre, North Lincolnshire,
is a remarkable, award winning sports
complex at the forefront of building design
and sustainable development its green
credentials have won it many admirers.
Within just the first three months The
Pods saw in excess of 100,000 visitors.
With an eight lane 25m pool, modern
cafeteria and catering facilities Wi‑Fi
was simply an essential ingredient.
More than just High Speed Internet Access
(HSIA). Cyberair’s Solution provides an endto-end Wi-Fi infrastructure for connecting a
wide range of Wi-Fi enabled devices such as
gym equipment, fitness scales and digital
signage. What’s more with a range of realtime and historical reports and analytics
combined with Cyberair’s open architecture
applications cloud, provide an invaluable
insight into venue useage as well as a range
of tools to meet the council’s marketing
and legal compliance requirements.

pp Fully Managed, High Availability Networks
pp Branded portal with simple,
secure sign‑up and sign‑in
pp Options to sell pay as you go or
provide free Internet access
pp Secured payments
pp Customised portal based MIS
pp Simple registration and approval system
pp Monitoring of device and user connections
pp Help‑desk and telephone support
for staff and visitors
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CASE STUDY
Achieving legal compliance

Achieving the highest quality

pp The Cyberair system captures
and logs all the usage and user
information that is necessary to
comply with the Digital Economy
Bill (2010) and the Anti-terrorism,
Crime and Security Act (2001)

pp Our WiFi installation engineers
are not contractors, they all play a
crucial role on the Cyberair team
pp We always take the gratest of care
to ensure we preserve the fabric
and appeaence of the building
pp We built and Install to JSP480 standards

Wait, there’s more…

We don’t believe in waiting for the phone
to ring, giving you an expensive number to
call only to get an outsourced call center
that don’t really know how to help.
Every aspect of the system is actively
monitored 24×7 to enable us to
detect and resolve potential issues
before they affect customers.

“

At Cyberair we don’t
just build networks we
operate them.

”

With 17 years experience of building and
operating networks Cyberair provide
not only great technology and process
but more importantly courteous, timely
and expert help when it is needed.
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Support
Verb /səˈpôrt/
supported past tense; supported past
participle; supporting present participle;
supports 3rd person singular present

1. Bear all or part of the weight of; hold up.
2. Be capable of sustaining.
3. Be actively interested in and
concerned for the success of.
4. Give assistance to.
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